
ECCS Uniform Synopsis 
K-5 Girls 

Regular Uniform (Mon-Thurs)           
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/white in feminine or standard cut from 
specified vendor 

 “Peter Pan” blouse  in white or yellow from specified vendor 
 Oxford shirt in white, yellow, or light blue from any vendor  OR 
 Turtleneck w/ “ECCS” on collar in red/evergreen/navy/lt blue/corn/white, specified vendor  
 Sweater/Cardigan – plain navy, pullover, zipper, or button from any vendor 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki or navy pants, capris, shorts, or skirt from uniform line any vendor, K-3 can be elastic waist 
 Leggings in solid navy, black , or white can be worn under skirts 

Dresses (not on PE days):  
 Jumper khaki or navy OR 
 Polo dress in navy, evergreen, or red from Parker Uniform or Lands End, logo is optional 
 

Accessories: NO glittery/metallic/shiny hair accessories, belts, socks, shoes 
 Hair accessories should coordinate with school polos.  
 Solid socks that coordinate with uniform,  
 Closed toe shoes (no crocs, sandals, boots),   
 Plain belt in black, brown, khaki, or navy, required if belt loops 

 

Dressy Uniform (Chapel Days and Dressy Field Trips)       
 K-3: “Peter Pan” blouse  in white with plaid Jumper from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source, pattern #57  
 4-5: Pointed collar white blouse and plaid skirt from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source, style #134, pattern 

#57  
 Navy or white tights or knee highs, closed-toe  black, brown, or navy shoes 

 

Casual Field Trip             
 Navy Polo shirt with logo   
 Bottom:  Field trip coordinator will specify jeans, khaki pants, OR anything khaki 

 

Casual Friday              
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red, evergreen, navy, light blue, corn, or white OR 
 ECCS  t-shirt 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki or navy pants, capris, shorts, or skirt from uniform line of any vendor OR 
 Denim jeans, shorts, or skirt, plain and without holes from any vendor 

 

Outerwear               
 Navy Fleece jacket with full or half zip from specified vendor, logo optional 
 Navy Evolux jacket (windbreaker) from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source, logo optional 
 Winter coat – black, navy, or brown, any vendor, without noticeable decorations or large logos 

 

Modesty: shorts and skirts must be no shorter than 5in from ground when kneeling, bike shorts or leggings must 
be worn under skirts. 
Specified Vendors: Parker Uniforms (formerly Buckhead Uniform -Sandy Springs, Alpharetta), Lands End, 
Uniform Source 
Note: New navy Polos must be purchased from Parker Uniform.  However, navy shirts (and any other items 
specified as Parker Uniform) from Uniform Source will be allowed for 2016-17 school year. 



 
ECCS Uniform Synopsis 

K-5 Boys 
 

Regular Uniform (Mon-Thurs)           
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/white short or long sleeve from specified 
vendor 

 Oxford shirt in white, yellow, or light blue from any vendor OR 
 Turtleneck with “ECCS” on collar in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/white from specified vendor  
 Sweater– plain navy, pullover, long sleeve or vest from any vendor 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki or navy pants or shorts from uniform line of any vendor, K-3 can be elastic waist, Cargo pants can 

only have 2 extra pockets 
 Sweatpants in navy or grey with ECCS letter from Parker Uniform – only allowed on PE days 

Accessories:  
 Solid socks that coordinate,  
 Closed toe shoes (no crocs or boots),   
 Plain belt in black, brown, khaki, or navy, required if pants have belt loops 

 

Dressy Uniform (Chapel Days and Dressy Field Trips)       
 Oxford shirt in light blue from any vendor, short or long sleeve 
 Khaki pants, flat front or pleated (not cargo) 
 Navy or khaki socks, closed-toe black, brown, or navy shoes 

 

Casual Field Trip             
 Navy Polo shirt with logo  
 Bottom: Field trip coordinator will specify jeans, khaki pants, OR anything khaki 

 

Casual Friday              
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red, evergreen, navy, light blue, corn, or white OR 
 ECCS  t-shirt 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki or navy pants or shorts from uniform line of any vendor OR 
 Denim jeans or shorts from any vendor 

 

Outerwear               
 Navy Fleece jacket with full or half zip from specified vendors, logo optional 
 Navy Evolux jacket (windbreaker) from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source, logo optional 
 Navy sweatshirt (crew or hoodie) with ECCS logo or letters from Parker Uniform  
 Winter coat - black, navy, or brown, any vendor, without noticeable decorations or large logos 

 

Modesty: shorts must be no shorter than 5in from ground when kneeling 
 

Specified Vendors: Parker Uniforms (formerly Buckhead Uniform -Sandy Springs, Alpharetta), Lands 
End, Uniform Source 
Note: New navy Polos must be purchased from Parker Uniform.  However, navy shirts (and any other 
items specified as Parker Uniform) from Uniform Source will be allowed for 2016-17 school year. 

 



ECCS Uniform Synopsis 
Middle School Girls 

 
Regular Uniform (Mon-Thurs)           
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/black/white in feminine or standard cut from 
specified vendor 

 Oxford shirt in white, yellow, or light blue from any vendor  OR 
 Turtleneck w/ “ECCS” on collar in red/evergreen/navy/lt blue/corn/white, specified vendor  
 Sweater/Cardigan – plain navy, pullover, zipper, or button from any vendor 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki, navy, or black pants, capris, shorts, skorts or skirt from uniform line of any vendor 
 Leggings in solid navy, black , or white can be worn under skirts 

Dresses (not on PE days):  
 Polo dress in navy, evergreen, or red from specified vendor below 

Accessories:  
 Hair accessories that coordinate,  
 Solid socks that coordinate,  
 Closed toe shoes (no crocs or boots),   
 Plain belt in black, brown, khaki, or navy, required if belt loops (even with fashion fit shirts) 

 

Dressy Uniform (Chapel Days and Dressy Field Trips)       
 Fashion fit ¾ sleeve white blouse from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source 
 Skirt #134 in plaid #57 from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source (2 pleats in front) 
 Navy or white tights or knee highs, closed-toe  black, brown, or navy shoes 

 

Casual Field Trip             
 Navy Polo shirt with logo 
 Khaki pants, unless field trip coordinator specifies jeans 

 

Casual Friday              
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/black/white OR 
 ECCS  t-shirt 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki, navy, or black pants, capris, shorts, or skirt from uniform line of any vendor OR 
 Denim jeans, shorts, or skirt, plain and without holes from any vendor 

 

Outerwear               
 Navy Fleece jacket with full or half zip from specified vendor, logo optional 
 Navy Evolux jacket (windbreaker) from Parker Uniform or Uniform source, logo optional 
 Navy sweatshirt (crew, half zip, or hoodie) with ECCS logo or letters from Parker Uniform 
 Winter coat – black, navy, or brown, any vendor, without noticeable decorations or large logos 

 

Modesty: shorts and skirts must be no shorter than 5in from ground when kneeling, bike shorts or 
leggings must be worn under skirts 
 

Specified Vendors: Parker Uniforms (formerly Buckhead Uniform -Sandy Springs, Alpharetta), Lands 
End, Uniform Source 
Note: New navy Polos must be purchased from Buckhead Uniform.  However, navy shirts (and any other 
items specified as Buckhead Uniform) from Uniform Source will be allowed for 2016-17 school year. 



 
 

ECCS Uniform Synopsis 
Middle School Boys 

 
Regular Uniform (Mon-Thurs)           
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/black/white short or long sleeve from 
specified vendor 

 Oxford shirt in white, yellow, or light blue from any vendor OR 
 Turtleneck with “ECCS” on collar in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/white from specified vendor  
 Sweater– plain navy, pullover or cardigan, long sleeve or vest, from any vendor 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki, navy, or black pants or shorts from uniform line of any vendor, classic or cargo, cargo pants can only 

have 2 extra pockets 
 Sweatpants in navy or grey with ECCS letter from Parker Uniform – only allowed on PE days 

Accessories:  
 Solid socks that coordinate,  
 Closed toe shoes (no crocs or boots),   
 Plain belt in black, brown, khaki, or navy, required if pants have belt loops 

 

Dressy Uniform (Chapel Days and Dressy Field Trips)       
 Oxford shirt in light blue from any vendor, short or long sleeve 
 Khaki pants, flat front or pleated (not cargo) 
 Navy or khaki socks, closed-toe  black, brown, or navy shoes 

 

Casual Field Trip             
 Navy Polo shirt with logo  
 Khaki pants, unless field trip coordinator specifies jeans 

 

Casual Friday              
Tops:  

 Polo shirt with logo in red/evergreen/navy/light blue/corn/black/white OR 
 ECCS  t-shirt 

Bottoms:   
 Khaki, navy, or black pants or shorts from uniform line of any vendor OR 
 Denim jeans or shorts from any vendor 

 

Outerwear               
 Navy Fleece jacket with full or half zip from specified vendors, logo optional 
 Navy Evolux jacket (windbreaker) from Parker Uniform or Uniform Source, logo optional 
 Navy sweatshirt (crew or hoodie) with ECCS logo or letters from Parker Uniform 
 Winter coat - black, navy, or brown, any vendor, without noticeable decorations or large logos 

 

Modesty: shorts must be no shorter than 5in from ground when kneeling 
 

Specified Vendors: Parker Uniforms (formerly Buckhead Uniform -Sandy Springs, Alpharetta), Lands 
End, Uniform Source 
Note: New navy Polos must be purchased from Buckhead Uniform.  However, navy shirts (and any other 
items specified as Buckhead Uniform) from Uniform Source will be allowed for 2016-17 school year. 


